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TWO EXTREMAL PROBLEMS

BY

ANDREW HARRINGTON*1) AND MARVIN ORTEL(2)

ABSTRACT.   The class H consists of all functions / which are analytic

in the disk D and satisfy

ff\f(z)\dxdy < ~.
D

Linear extremal problems for functionals of the type Mf) = ¡jDfiz)<j>(z)dXdy,

<t> e L "(D), fGH, are studied.

1.  Introduction. We discuss two specific linear extremal problems, formu-

lated on spaces of analytic functions in the disc.

The first is an extremal problem in #„, the space of bounded analytic func-

tions defined on the open unit disc. There is a well-developed and useful theory

which encompasses extremal problems in all the Hardy spaces H , 1 < p < °°.

In its most general form, this theory is due to Havinson, Rogosinski and Shapiro

[2], [5], and relies heavily on the notion of duality and the factorization the-

orems for functions in these classes. The theory is most complete in the case

that the functionals in question are of the form

(1.1) A(/)=/     f(z)k(z)dz,     fEH
lzl=l P

where k(z) is a rational function which is continuous on the unit circle [2], [5].

Our first example is not of this form. However, it is found that complete infor-

mation may be obtained by representing the functional as in (1.1) but with the

integral instead taken over the interval (—1, 1).

The second problem has been suggested by Professors Kurt Strebel and

Edgar Reich. It arises as a special case in connection with the theory of quasi-

conformal mappings and in particular connection with a remarkable theorem of

Hamilton [1]. We state here a special case of this theorem.

Theorem (Hamilton). Let F be a quasiconformal map of the unit disc

onto itself. Let QF be the set of all such quasiconformal maps G which also sat-
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isfy G(^e) = Fie16), 0 < 0 < 2it. Let kg be the complex dilatation of G in QF,

and let F* be a member of QF which satisfies

(1.2) V- < l"Cl.

for all G in QF. Denote by H the Banach space of functions f which are analytic

in the open unit disc D and which satisfy

(13)

7Ae« we have

(1.4)

11/11-/; \f\dxdy<

sup
/EH

l/Kl

ÍÍKpt(z)f(z)dxdy Ik«!
F*"*>'

In the context of the theorem above, F* is called an extremal quasiconfor-

mal mapping of the disc onto itself.

Let k £ L°°(D) and suppose IIkII,,, < 1. For such a function k, denote by

AK the functional,

(1.5) \(f) = fff(z)K(z)dxdy,     feH.K D

AK is an element of the dual space H* of H. It has a norm in that space

(1.6) IIA II =   sup
fi=H

l/Kl

JU(z)f(z)dxdy

Clearly IIAKII < IIkII»•

Strebel and Reich have demonstrated the converse to Hamilton's Theorem

[4]. With the terminology above, we have

Theorem (Hamilton, Reich, Strebel). A function n in L°°(P) is the

complex dilatation of an extremal quasiconformal mapping of the disc to itself

if and only if

(1.7) HA II = IIkII   < 1.

In light of this result, it would be interesting and useful to characterize, in

some external manner, those k in L°°(D) which satisfy (1.7). There is an immedi-

ate result given by duality. Denote by HL the (closed) subspace of L°°(D) con-

sisting of functions k(z) which satisfy

(1.8)

foraU/£//.

fin[z)k(z)dxdy = 0,
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By duality, we have for any k G L°°,

(1.9) HA 1= min k - AB.
" k£HX

That the minimum is assumed in (1.9) follows from well-known principles. Thus,

MAKII = Ik II«, if and only if 0 is a best approximation to k in Hl.

A little more can be said if there is an extremal function f* for AK. Let

k E L°°(D) be given and let k* be a best approximation from Hl. Let /* G H

and satisfy

(1.10) ll/*ll=l,     \K(f*) « IAJL

Then

(1.11) k(z) - k*(z) = k - kHj*(z)l\f*(z)\

a.e. in D. The details are well known. In fact, a necessary and sufficient condi-

tion for /* in H with ll/*ll = 1 to be extremal, is that (1.11) hold for some k*

inH1.

The authors express their appreciation to Professor M. Schiffer for his con-

sultation over the past months. We also extend our thanks to the Canadian Re-

search Council, Carleton University and Walter Schneider for thier help and sup-

port in the summer of 1974.

2. The first extremal problem. The admissible functions are those in the

closed unit ball of H„ ; that is, the set of all analytic functions / in the disc D

satisfying

(2.1) l/I. =  sup I/Or). < I-
UKl

For z in D, define

cut •»-■-    Imz>0'
-1,   lmz<0;t.

define the functional in H*, by

(2.3) A0(f)= Sff(zMz)dxdy,     fEH„.
D

Lemma 2.1.   LetfEH„.  We have

(2-4) A^CO = tfw) - /(0))(i - *) dx.

Proof.  Let D+ be the upper half of the unit disc and *(z) = *(z) + 1,

inl>. Then
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A4>(/)= // *(z)(/(z)-/(0))<fcriy

= 7/ +z(f(z) - f(0))dz = \S[^-j)(f& -m)dz.

We have the following result.

Theorem 2.1.  max/e//oo.a/l<i lA^C/)] = A^(-b). If A^(f) = A0(-iz)

and ll/IL = 1, then f(z) = -iz.

Proof.  An extremal function/* exists, satisfying A^(f*) = IIA^II, II/*IL

= 1. The function/¿'(z) = (/*(z) -/*(-z))/2 is also extremal and satisfies

A*(/o*) = IA»I, "/î« < 1. Note /* =f$+f* where /*(z) = </*(z) + /*(-z))/2.

By Lemma 2.1 and the conclusion from Schwarz's lemma that the extremal

function /¿* must satisfy |/,*(z)| < |z|, |z| < 1, we deduce that /¿"(z) = - iz.  Since

for any even /*(z), A0(/*) = 0, and since the //„ norm of -iz + f* will be

greater than 1 unless/* = 0, we must have/* = 0;/*(z) = -iz.   O

3. Extremal problems in H.  As in § 1, H is the set of all functions which

are analytic in |z| < 1 and satisfy

(3.1) H/ll= if\f(z)\dxdy< «
D

For0£ L°°(D) define

(3.2) A.(/)=   fff(z)<Kz)dxdy,
v D

feH. All elements of //* (the dual space of H) are of the form (3.2), and

||A.II=   sup  |A COI-
*       l/Ki    9

fEH

If A^, is a functional in //"*, then a sequence <fn) in 7/ is said to be an ex-

tremal sequence for A0 if ll/JI = 1, « = 1, 2, . . . , and lim^JA^i/,,)! = IIA^I.

A function/* in H, of norm 1, is said to be an extremal function for A^, if

|A0(/*)| = IIA^II.
The extremal problems here are difficult in several respects. The dual prob-

lem is complicated by the necessity of finding the best uniform approximation

over a region.  Moreover, extremal functions clearly do not exist generally, al-

though the unit ball in H is still a normal family of functions.  In fact, for a

large class of functions tp, an extremal sequence will necessarily vanish in the in-

terior of the disc. To see this, take (fn) in H satisfying ll/JI = 1, «=1,2,...,
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lim„-*<»/n(^) = 0, |z| < 1. There is a 0 in L°° with the following properties

(1) 0 continuous in jz| < 1,

(2) |#z)|<l,UI<l,

(3) limn^JffDf„<l>dxdy\= I.

There can be no extremal function for A^ and any extremal sequence must van-

ish in the disc, since Il A J = 1.

We give two propositions which somewhat reflect the possibilities.

Proposition 3.1. Let <fn) be a sequence in H which converges to f* uni-

formly on compact subsets ofD. Let ll/„ll = 1, n = 1, 2.Then 11/* II < 1

and

(3.3) tta!/„-/*l = l-|/*|.

In Proposition 3.1, ll/*ll = 1 implies that ll/„ - /*ll -* 0, whence A0(/,,)

converges to A0(/*) for any 0 in L°°(D).

Proof.  It suffices to show that for any subsequence (also denoted by

(/„>), we have

(3 4) "BnT H/n - /*ll < 1 - If I
v     ' n-+<»

It is clear that l/*ll < 1.

For0<r< 1, let

Dr={z: |z|<r},     Af = {z: r < |z|< 1}.

Let e > 0. Choose 0 < r < 1 so that ffA \f*\dxdy < e; choose ./V sufficiently

large so that for n > N we have ffD \fn - f*\dx dy <e. Then for n> N,

Si \fn - f*\dxdy < e + if \fn - f*\dxdy

< 2e + JJlfJdxdy = 2e + 1 -  JJ \f\dxdy.
Ar Dr

Bm" ÍS\f„ - f*\dxdy < 2e + 1 - SS\f*\dxdy

Hence

n-*«. d    " D,

Sh<3e+ 1 - JJ \f*\dxdy.
D

Proposition 3.2. Let <p G L°°(D) and A0 the corresponding element in H*.

Then either:

(1) there exists an extremal function /* for A0; or

(2) there exists an extremal sequence </„> for A^ which converges to zero

uniformly on compact subsets ofD.
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Proof.  Let {fn) be an extremal sequence and suppose (fn) converges uni-

formly on compact subsets of D to/*. If /* = 0 or if ll/*ll = 1, we are done

(by Proposition 3.1). Otherwise, let

g* = ii/*«-1/*, gn = »/„ - /*ii-V„ - /*)•

Then

IIAH= lim |A (/rt)|

< Qimjfn -fH^MjA^lj + H/*II|A^*)|

= (1 - ll/*ll)(ÏÏrr7|A0fen)| + ll/*ll |A0(?*)| < IIA0II.

Note (gn) converges to 0 uniformly on compact subsets since hmn^.00 ll/n - /*ll

¥= 0. Hence g* is extremal and (gn) is a vanishing extremal sequence.   D

In [3], [4] there are examples indicating that the above possibilities are

not mutually exclusive. We may have both an extremal function and a vanishing

extremal sequence for the same functional.

4. The functional of Reich and Strebel.(3) Take $ as in §2, and A^, as in

§3. We show that A^, possesses an extremal function. This will follow from the

next result which shows the effect of A^, when acting on a vanishing sequence in

the unit ball of H.

Theorem 4.1.  Let <fn) be a sequence in H satisfying H/JI < 1, n = 1, 2, 3,

. . . , lim„^00/„(z) = Ofor all \z\< 1.  Then,

(4.1) ÍInT|A<I)(/)|<2/ff.

Ifcn satisfy \cn\ = 11(1 + z)1/""2!!"1, and A^(cn(l + z)1/""2) > 0, « = 1, 2,

.. ., then

(4.2) limA^il+z)1/"-2)^

and c„(l + z)1/"-2 —> 0 as n —► °°for all z, |z|< 1.

Proof. (1) We may take a sequence <fn) with the following properties:

(1) each/n is an odd polynomial;

(2) A<„(/„)>0;

_(3)  «/„H < l,/„(z) -> 0, \z\< 1.

(3) The fact that HA^II < 1 has been previously demonstrated by E. Reich and K.

Strebel, and more recently by E. Reich [3b].  In the earlier work, quasiconformal mappings

are employed and in the latter work an analytic proof is given which employs duality.   The

corresponding approximation problem is difficult.   The techniques are ingenious and of inter-

est in their own right.

In the present work, however, the existence of an extremal function and the methods
employed are perhaps new.
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We employ the representation (2.4) of §2, except that the path of integration

is shifted. Specifically, for each 0, - it/2 < -p < 6 < p < ir/2, we define a

path ye. The path yg contains a segment té9 - 1, 0 < t < 9(p), and a segment

from 9(p)eiô — 1 to 0; yg shall connect — 1 to 1 and be symmetric with respect

to the origin. The quantity 9(p) is positive, and chosen appropriately.

The sequence fn vanishes in the interior. Hence for — p < 6 < p we have

r-l + 3(p)e'9 /i        \

(4-3) A<t(/„) = 2/J_i fn(z)[j-z)dz + e(n,6),

where limJI_>ooe(0, n) = 0 uniformly for - p < 0 < p.   We then have

fP-p\e(9, n)\d6 = ex(n) approaches 0 as « —► °°. From (4.3) we have

3(p)

A*</„) = 4/Jo    fn(teie-l)te2iedt

(4.4) 3(p) ,2   3/9

- 2if     fue19 - 1) -í-p— dt + e(n, 0).
•> o     n té9 -\

Take 9(p) to be less than 1/2, and integrate both sides of (4.4) with respect to 6,

from -p to p. We receive

p 3(p)
2pA(J)(/„)<4/   f      l/„(^'e - l)Urfi^

(4.5)
P /-3(P)

+ 29(p)/_ /      \fn(té9 - 1)| íd/dfl + ex(n).

Thus,

(4.6) 2pA(„(/„) < (4 + 29(p)) //l^ldx^ + ex(«),
S(P)

with S(p) = {té9 - 1: -p < 0 < p, 0 < f < 9(p)}.   Since /„ is odd,

nS(0)\fnWxdy<\l2. Hence 2pA4)(/„) < 2 + 9(p) + e,(«). Allow*-*

°°, 3(p) —* 0, p —* n/2 in that order. We see

«-»■oo

To show (4.2) we first derive a lower bound for n|cB|. Let

S = {- 1 + fe"*: 0 < t < 2, -tt/2 < 0 < tt/2}.

ThenöCS. Let/„(z) = cn(\ -f-z)1/""2. We have

1 = ffVnWtedyKSSwydxdy - jrlcjn ■ 21'"
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n\c |> l/rr21/n.

so

(4.7)

Also, since (1 + z)-2 is not summable on the disc, limn_><Jcn| = 0.

Choose p > 0, 9 > 0 so that

{-1 + té9: 0 < t O, 0 < 6 < p) C D.

Then

hAcVL + z)1'"-2) = \c\   // |Im((l + z)ll"-2)\dxdy
V     " "     |2|<1

>2|c if   f r1'"-'sin(2-l/n)6drdO

= 2|c |«(2)1/"[1 - cos(2 - l/«)p](2 - Un)-1,

Using (4.7), and letting «—*•«>, 3—»■ 0 and p—*■ v/2, we see

Since cn —► 0, we have

hmA(c(l+z)1/"-2)>|

limA0(cn(l+z)W»-2) = ¡.   D
n-K»

By Theorem 4.1, and Proposition 3.2, we see that there is an extremal func-

tion for A#. Indeed, A^-iz) = 4/3 and llizll = 2tt/3. Hence 1 > IIA^II > 2/ir.

Condition (1.11) shows that — iz is not extremal, and we will derive a better

lower bound for IIA^II in the next section.

5. A lower bound for IIA^II. Consider/*(z) = -iz/(l - z2), \z\ < 1. /*

is an element of H and by (2.4), A0(f*) = 2. Also

11/*»= //
1+z3

dxdy.

Let g(z) = /0vW(l + t2)dt, for z in ß+ = {re10:0<r<l,0<6< jt/2}. Then

ll/*ll = 4 ffQ + \g'(z)\2 dxdy. g(Q+) is a Jordan region bounded by the segments

7i = [0, g(l)], y2 = \g(i), 0], and the curve

y3 : t -* x(t) + iy{t) = g(e")>     0 < / < jt/2.

We have

JJ \g\z)\2 dxdy = J
T'Ti+Tj+Tj

xdy.

Let / = J^2s/^sTd9. We have g(l) = (V2 - I/s/2), g® = e3""4!.  Hence
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Iy,xdy=I2l4. On 73,

*(o=f(i)+v^/con-i)!«^p,

hence

'.--OH'
Hence

Thus

JJ|/*(z)|dxc/.y = 4-/2
D

and

IIA^tl > 2/(4 - 72) > .779 > 2/w,

the value of /being approximately 1.1981.
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